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most influential pictorial series of the first half
of the eighteenth century, depends for many of its
satirical points on the engraved works of Albrecht Dvirer. Thus plate
1of Hogarth's "progress" can be read profitably if seen in conjunction
with, and perhaps even as an Augustan answer to,Diirer's The Visitation
and The Annunciation of 1511. Hogarth both draws on, and subverts.
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the German artist's treatment of the virgin as we follow the path of an
eighteenth-century virgin and her suffering.
Given the fact that Albrecht Diirer was the first Western artist
who succeeded in mastering in a splendid manner all of the graphic
techniques known to the Renaissance, the absence of a German
catalogue raisonne for our time has been a great disadvantage for
scholars interested in the impact of Diirer on later artists such as
William Hogarth. Ever since 1932, we have had to do with Joseph
Meder's Handhuch iiber Albrecht Durers Stiche, Radierungen, Holc^chnitte.
The present catalogue, which impresses with the excellent photo
graphic quality of the prints reproduced, tries to remedy the situation
but proves slightly disappointing on the scholarly, art-historical side.
For their reproductions, the compilers used (with only a few
exceptions) the collection of the late Otto Schafer, who died in 2000.
Although this is one of the world's best Diirer collections (put at the
disposition of the Germanisches Nationalmuseum for the production
of the catalogue), one might have expected the compilers to look
elsewhere when necessary. One example is Diirer's Adam und Eva
(1504), which is here reproduced from Schafer's plate bearing the
wrong date (1204)—2. later state should at least have been added to
allow comparisons.
The compilers have chosen to order their material in a chronologi
cal manner, starting with Der Gewalttdtige (1495) and concluding with
the unfinished print Die grosse Kreut^gung (c. 1523). Before the actual
reproductions, Rainer Schoch (Director of the Graphische Sammlung
des Germanischen Nationalmuseumsin Nurnberg) has provided a long
introduction on the role of graphic art in Diirer's work. Technically and
historically accurate, with detailed information about distribution,
production, techniques of printmaking, collectors and illuminated
engravings, this is an extremely useful part of the catalogue. Sadly
enough, the introduction is far superior to the actual commentaries on
the plates (by Schoch, Matthias Mende, and Anna Scherbaum).
More often than not, long sections of the commentary are merely
descriptive, providing tautological ekphrastic words for what the
observer can see anyway. If it ventures into discussions of meaning and
meaning-malting, surely the most interesting aspect for a post-modern
audience, it remains rigidly iconographic. An example is Schoch's
detailed remarks about Diirer's DasMeerwundericc. 1498; reproduced as
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#21), a most fascinating and mysterious plate that has caused much
speculation among art historians. Schoch lists the literary and mytho
logical sources that might have inspired the print and then (74) insists
that the "appropriation of an antique picture pattern" was most
decisive in this case. But he provides litde evidence for this argument.
The engraving itself might have served as an occasion to go beyond
traditional iconography, an occasion allowing the discussion of Diirer's
"appropriations" of texts and images and the artistic difference they
created. In the preface to the present catalogue, both Grossmann and
Schoch provide an honest critique of the iconolographic approach that
has dominated research on Diirer. This art-historical method, they
argue (7), is in danger of losing its enlightening function while adopting
hermetic features. They then gesture at more recent approaches
considering social history and media studies. But none of these have
been applied in the actual commentary on the plates in the catalogue.
German art history either seems to be afraid of recent critical develop
ments or turns a blind eye to them in the hope that they might go out
of fashion. Unfortunately, they won't.
This, then, is a very traditonalcatalogue. Its strengths must be seen
in the technical and bibliographical aspects—the excellent quality of the
reproductions; the accompanying texts referring top Meder's listings of
the various states of the prints and to the major critical discussions
derived from the detailed study of sixteen important Diirer collections
and numerous catalogues. A comprehensive complementary bibliogra
phy (259-86) will serve as a treasure trove for any scholar concerned
with the rise and importance of printmaking from Albrecht Diirer to
our time.

